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The wolf father is bitterly dis
appointed in his sons. The first
has made friends with an old lady
instead of eating her up, and the
second could not even handle
seven little goats. All his hopes
now lie with his youngest son.
He must restore the family honour
and move out to become the most
feared being in the whole fairytale forest. Highly motivated, the
young wolf moves out to teach
others fear, but it goes mightily
wrong, as might be expected.

Red alert! The three little ghosts
from Good Water are threatened
with eviction! The old building is
supposed to be converted into a
super chic wellness hotel. What
this basically means is no draughty
windows anymore and especially:
no practical spook jokes anymore!
Only peace and quiet, spic and
span floors and yawning boredom.
At such an awful piece of news
the little ghosts pull out all the
stops to bring spookiness back to
the manor!

Thirteen-year-old Emily thinks she
is dreaming when she finds herself
in a grave one night, but it is not a
dream. To her horror, she discovers
that she has died and is now compelled to spook around as a ghost
at a Parisian cemetery. However,
she did not die a natural death,
and so from now on Emily has one
goal only: she wants to find her
murderer and get the life back that
he stole from her. However, she
soon realises that it is much more
dangerous even for a ghost …

The notorious Robber Hotzenplotz has broken out of jail again
and everyone knows: Robber
Hotzenplotz is the most dangerous robber in the whole of the
region. Seppel and Kasperl are
determined to help capture the
robber again – and they have a
marvellous idea. They want to
shoot him to the moon once and
for all! They make a moon rocket
out of a cardboard pipe and a
potato sack. Robber Hotzenplotz
is bound to fall for it, isn’t he?

Dafydd is an apprentice to the
bard Palatin. He can scarcely
believe that he is supposed to be
the bearer of the magical stone
that can save the world from
the white magician. But he soon
finds himself with Palatin, Princess Livia, a gnome, a dwarf and
the cranky witch Morgat on the
biggest adventure of his life. The
companions must win the battle
against the albino magician, his
trolls and death fairies, or else
the land will be doomed.

Just 100 years ago women were
not allowed to vote. Much has
been achieved since … So all is
fine for the girls and women of
today? The journalist Julia Korbik
investigates and encourages young
readers to think for themselves
about what it means to be a girl,
or to question what rules apply to
girls. She also asks how girls can
liberate themselves from restrictive
role models and what emancipation means in quite practical terms
today.
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YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Captivatingly funny and
masterfully illustrated

New mid-grade novel
by successful author

A story that Tim Burton would film

Previously unpublished –
now a bestseller!

Ideal introductory literature
for George R.R. Martin, Trudi
Canavan, etc.
p. 12

p.4

p.6
p. 8
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AT A GLACE

13+

YOUNG ADULT
NON-FICTION
Girl Power in the 21st Century
p. 14

p. 10
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PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years

		The finale of
the fabulous wolf trilogy
English sample
translation available

BACKLIST

© Jan-Ulrich Schmidt

SEBASTIAN MESCHENMOSER
was born in Frankfurt am Main in 1980. He has
been studying Fine Arts in Mainz since 2001.
With “Learning to Fly” he published his first
book with Esslinger in 2005. The book was
presented at the Children’s Book Fair in Bologna as one of the most innovative new publications back then. As an accomplished artist
with several exhibitions to his name, Sebastian
Meschenmoser is among Germany’s most
successful and admired young illustrators for
children today. Since his first book he has been
nominated twice of the German Juvenile Literature Award and in 2008 he won the Dutch
Silver Pencil Award for the best foreign book
illustrator of the year.

TOP
TITLE

• Captivatingly funny and
masterfully illustrated

NOMINATED
FOR THE GERMAN
JUVENILE
LITERATURE
PRIZE 2016

Rights sold to F, I, E/LA

www.sebastian-meschenmoser.de

Rights sold to F,
South America
4

The wolf father is bitterly disappointed in his sons. The first has made
friends with an old lady, instead of eating her up along with Little Red
Riding Hood, and the second could not even handle seven little goats. All
his hopes now lie with his youngest son. He must restore the family honour
and move out to become the most feared being in the whole fairytale forest.
Highly motivated, the young wolf moves out to teach others fear, but it goes
mightily wrong, as might be expected.

4+
Sebastian Meschenmoser

About the Wolf Who Moved Out
to Spread Fear
Picture Book
Hardcover, 32 pages
5

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 6+ years
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OTFRIED PREUSSLER
was born in 1923 in Reichenberg/Bohemia. In
1949 he came to upper Bavaria where he was
living until his death in February 2013. Until
1971 he taught at an elementary school, then
he decided to devote himself entirely to literary
writing. Otfried Preußler is one of the best
known and most successful authors of children’s and juvenile literature in Germany and the
world. His books have a world-wide print-run of
about 50 mio. copies in more than 350 translations.

TOP
TITLE

English sample
translation available

OVER
100,000 BOOKS
SOLD SINCE
MAY, 25TH
2018

www.preussler.de

THORSTEN SALEINA
born in 1970 in Stade, studied Communication
Design and Illustration at the University of
Applied Sciences in Hamburg. After completing
his studies, he designed advertising campaigns,
product packaging and corporate identities as
a graphic designer at various agencies, until he
decided to pursue his actual passion further,
namely sketching. Now he illustrates books
for children and adults and works freelance for
design and advertising agencies.

THE HOTZENPLOTZ CLASSICS:

•	Lavishly illustrated by brilliant
Thorsten Saleina

OVER
8 MILLION
BOOKS SOLD
WORLDWIDE!

6+

Rights sold to 37 countries!
6

Constable Dimpfelmoser is breaking out into a sweat. The reason for
this is that the notorious Robber Hotzenplotz has broken out of jail again.
This is a disaster! Because everyone knows: Robber Hotzenplotz is the most
dangerous robber in the whole of the region. Seppel and Kasperl are determined to help capture the robber again – and they have a marvellous idea.
They want to shoot him to the moon once and for all! They make a moon
rocket out of a cardboard pipe and a potato sack. Robber Hotzenplotz is
bound to fall for it, isn’t he?

Otfried Preußler

The Robber Hotzenplotz
and the Moon Rocket
Illustrated by Thorsten Saleina
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 64 pages

7

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 6+ years

A ghost adventure

that you cannot get enough of!

English sample
translation available

TOP
TITLE

•	Witty story by the successful
author Florian Beckerhoff
•	Illustrated charmingly and
humorously by Yayo Kawamura

FLORIAN BECKERHOFF

YAYO KAWAMURA

novelist and the father of two children in Berlin, was
born in 1976. His first novel, “Mrs Ella”, was a bestseller with 100,000 copies sold and in 2013 made
into a film by Matthias Schweighöfer. “Nickle and
Horn” was his children’s book debut.

was born in 1967 in southern Germany and
spent her childhood in Tokyo. She has been
living in Berlin since 1989. She studied Communication Design and now works as an illustrator and graphic designer at her little atelier
in Kreuzberg. She lives just around the corner
with her husband, daughter and son.

www.florian-beckerhoff.de

www.yayo-kawamura.de

8

6+
Red alert! The three little ghosts from Good Water are threatened with
eviction! The old building is supposed to be converted into a super chic
wellness hotel. What this basically means is no draughty windows anymore,
no dust filaments and especially: no practical spook jokes anymore! Only
peace and quiet, spic and span floors and yawning boredom. It goes without
saying at such an awful piece of news that the little ghosts pull out all the
stops to bring spookiness back to the manor!

Florian Beckerhoff

Sibling Ghosts
Let the Haunting Begin
Illustrated by Yayo Kawamura
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 112 pages
9

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

A story that
tim burton would film

English sample
translation available

TOP
TITLE

•	A page-turner with an
atmospheric setting
•	The first children’s book
by the successful author
of young people’s books
Gesa Schwartz

GESA SCHWARTZ
was born in 1980 in Gstade. She studied German Philology, Philosophy and German as a
foreign language. For a long time, she has had
a special interest in the genre of fantasy fiction. After graduating, she went on a one-year
journey through Europe on the trail of the old
storytellers. She received the German Fantasy
Fiction Prize in 2011 for her debut “Grim. Das
Siegel des Feuers” (‘Grim. The Signet of Fire’)
in the category of Best German Fiction Debut.
She currently lives near Hamburg in a circus
wagon.
www.gesa-schwartz.de

10

Thirteen-year-old Emily thinks she is dreaming when she finds herself in a grave one night, but it is not a dream. To her horror, she discovers that she has died and is now compelled to spook around as a ghost at
the Parisian cemetery Père Lachaise. However, it is out of the question for
her to settle for that, because she did not die a natural death, and so from
now on Emily has one goal only: she wants to find her murderer and get the
life back that he stole from her. However, she soon realises that it is much
more dangerous even for a ghost than she could ever have imagined …

10 +
Gesa Schwartz

Emily Bones
The Town of Ghosts
Children`s Novel
Hardcover, 416 pages
11
11

YOUNG ADULT FICTION » 12+ years

Classical high fantasy
		with a lot of humour

English sample
translation available

TOP
TITLE

STEPHAN M. ROTHER
was born in 1968 in Wittingen in Niedersachsen, is a graduate historian and stood on the
stage for fifteen years in medieval attire. Since 2000 he has been successfully publishing
fiction for young people and adult readers.
The author is married and lives in a house full
of nooks and crannies, books and cats on the
edge of the Lüneburger Heide.
www.magister-rother.de

•	Classical high fantasy with a lot
of humour for young people
•	Ideal introductory literature
for Trudi Canavan and George
R.R. Martin

Dafydd is an apprentice to the bard Palatin at the Güldenthal
court. The boy can scarcely believe that he of all people is supposed to
be the bearer of the magical stone that can save the world from the white
magician. But he soon finds himself with Palatin, Princess Livia, a gnome, a dwarf and the cranky witch Morgat on the biggest adventure of his
life. The companions must win the battle against the albino magician, his
trolls and death fairies, or else the land they know will be doomed. And
all of this stands and falls with Dafydd. In the end, both Dafydd and Livia
play their part in the rescue and realise that what was once friendship has
turned into love.

12+
Stephan M. Rother

The Prophecy of the Magical Stone
Young Adult Fiction
Paperback, 400 pages
12

13

YOUNG ADULT NON-FICTION

© Lars Mensel

English sample
translation available

TOP
TITLE

•	Over 20 portraits of strong
women and girls with checklists
•	How-to instructions and
DIY instructions
•	Trendy topic: #metoo-debate

was born in 1988 in the Ruhr area and now lives in Berlin as a freelance journalist and author. She writes especially about pop culture and politics from a
feminist point of view. Korbik studied political sciences, communication and
journalism in Germany and France. In 2014 “Stand Up. Feminism for Beginners
and Advanced” was published and in 2017 “Oh, Simone! Why We Should
Rediscover Beauvoir”. Korbik is not only a staunch feminist, but also staunchly
European: with the team from cafebabel.com she shows how young people
experience Europe daily.

Even just 100 years ago women were not allowed to vote. Much has
been achieved since: German women can open their own bank account
(1962), go to work without the permission of their husband (1977) and
marry any man or woman they choose (2017) … So all is fine then for
the girls and women of today? Did famous protagonists such as Simone de
Beauvoir, Olympe de Gouges and Emmeline Pankhurst clear all obstacles
out of the way? This is the question that the journalist and author Julia
Korbik investigates, encouraging young readers to think for themselves
about what it means to be a girl, or to question what rules apply to girls
and why actually. She also asks how girls can liberate themselves from
restrictive role models and what role models they can turn to. It is also
about what emancipation means in quite practical terms for the life of
girls today.

13+
Julia Korbik

How to be a girl
Strong, free and simply yourself
Non-Fiction
Paperback, 160 pages

14

15

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 4+ years

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 3+ years

A magic mishap brings
confusion to the world of fairies

Simply adorable!
A little sandman with charm

•	Rumpelbeauty is also presented
as a musical narrative theatre piece

• The dream gnome Greg and the
cheeky Flick bring beautiful dreams
• 10 short stories – ideal for the
evening bedtime ritual
• Charmingly told by the successful
author Lucy Astner

Rumpelbeauty was actually quite a normal, male fairy. Yes, you
read that correctly, a male fairy! Meinardus Fidgetfairy, the two-hundred-and-thirtieth generation of fairy maker, had created a fairy book –
and by a unexpected breeze and after some jumbling up, it suddenly
said: the good fairy Rumpelbeauty, as small as beautiful, can sing and
dance full of joy. Parents: Elisan Sleeping and Stiltskin. All mixed up!
And the good fairy enjoys exciting adventures in the fairytale kingdom, where he meets Hansel and Gretel and the wicked witch, and
who knows what else will happen!

Rumpelbeauty
Illustrated by Christine Faust
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 112 pages
16

Christian Berg (*1966) is one
of the most popular makers of
musical theatre for children in
Germany. His philosophy is as
simple as it is successful: he
believes in it. He takes children
seriously – and they love him
for it.

Christine Faust, born in 1982,
studied Playing and Learning
Material Design in Halle. Since
then she has been illustrating
children’s books and games.
Alongside this, she is working
in the animation sector for film
and TV. She lives with her two
children in Magdeburg.

© Philipp Astner

Christian Berg

3+

© Mark Sandten

4+

The dream gnome Greg Grain has plenty to do. After all, he lives
and works in Slumberland high over the clouds. Together with his colleagues, he makes the most beautiful dreams for children. He loves his
job and would be happy for it to continue indefinitely. However, one
day when the sandman goes away on holiday, Greg is obliged to take
over as the stand-in. Together with the cheeky little badger Flick, he
learns not only to operate the cool flying machine, but also to deliver
all dreams to the right address.

Lucy Astner was born in
Ham
burg in 1982. She likes
laughing so much that she has
made her hobby into her profession and writes screenplays
for the movies to make lots of
other people laugh. She lives
with her family in Hamburg.
www. lucyastner.de

Julian Meyer was born in 1983
in Lüneburger Heide and studied illustration in Münster.
Since then he has been working as a freelance illustrator
and creates all the pictures
he would have wished for as
a child. He lives in Kassel with
his family.

Lucy Astner

Greg Grain
A Little Sandman Makes it Big
Illustrated by Julian Meyer
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 112 pages

christine-faust.logspot.de
17

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

Magical with
dragon power

The doc
for all cases

MORE OF A DREAM TEAM:

Rights sold to: CN, PL, TR

• Fun animal story: what do pets get
up to when their owners are away?

• A girlie adventure with a shot
of magic

• An easy reader that touches on
the sense of humour of the target
group

• Nelly does what one would like
to dare to do oneself
• Congenially illustrated
by Joëlle Tourlonias

• Cats are the most popular pets

At the practice belonging to the tomcat Maunzilius, animal
patients are gathering with a wide variety of admittedly
rather unusual complaints, from the lovesick cow to the sheep
with a cold and the skunk in distress. It goes without saying that
in many cases very unconventional approaches are necessary.Maunzilius wants to help all of his patients, but Johnny Stinker presents
the doc with a great challenge – how can he get him to stink again, as
befits a true pop star? Maunzilius must rack his brains and embark
on an adventurous research journey.

How often has Nela already imagined to have superpowers!
And then indeed she is once called on quite unexpectedly by the
Great Dragon Council to act as an assistant. As Nelly November,
she receives a hovering board driven by orange juice and even a
camouflaging cloak – and then the adventure can begin. Her first
assignment: Nelly is tasked with tracing the true classroom thief,
because the two Syrian twin girls are being wrongfully suspected.
And as Nelly finds nothing sillier than injustice, she gets to work
immediately with her dog Klex.

8+

Illustrated by Dominik Rupp
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 128 pages
18

© Johannes Heinke

Doc Maunzilius
Chaos is the Best Medicine

Already from a young age, Viola Herzlieb was fond of unusual animals. But then a proud,
sedate tomcat sat grandiosely
in the middle of the sofa and
Viola Herzlieb, who loves not
only animals but also writing,
knew immediately that he
would become the hero of an
exciting story.

© Barbara Dietl

Viola Herzlieb

8+
As a child, Andrea Schütze fell
in love with reading, which is
one reason why she so enjoys
writing books. She is a trained
dressmaker and graduated
from university in psychology.
She and her family live in the
very South of Germany

Joëlle Tourlonias was born in
1985 in Hanau and studied
visual communication at the
Bauhaus University in Weimar.
She started working freelance
in 2009 and now draws, paints
and lives out in the sticks near
Frankfurt.

www.andrea-schuetze.de

www.joelletourlonias.
blogspot.com

Andrea Schütze

Nelly and Klex
Magical with Dragon Power
Illustrated by Joëlle Tourlonias
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 224 pages
19

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

CHILDREN’S NON-FICTION » 6+ years

Great investigation team:
two courageous children
and a chaotic robot

The disease cancer
explained to children
English sample
translation available

In
cooperation
with Cancer Aid
Organization

•	For all those who are directly
or indirectly affected by cancer
•	Encourages talking about fears
and conveys consolation and hope

• Start of a detective series

•	Emotional illustrations
by Dagmar Geisler

• Perfect for beginner readers

11-year-old Flint Hook succeeded in building and programming his first robot: the little Tinbucket (nickname Bucky).
His parents constructed the first two teleporters. The devices allow
the user to transfer to quite a different and perhaps distant location
in a split second. With his friend Iphigenia, Flint uses one teleporter
to get to places where a mysterious crime occurred and a robbery
just took place in Paris! The police there is facing a mystery – and
Flint and Iphi want to solve precisely this mystery! Of course Bucky
is on as well – the FBI junior team is born!

Fabian Lenk

F.B.I. junior
Thieving Robots
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 144 pages
20

6+
Fabian Lenk was born in 1963
and has always been on the
lookout for secrets, puzzles
and anything hidden. He decided on journalism and worked
as a reporter. Parallel to this
he started writing novels for
adults and children. He and his
wife live near Bremen.
www.fabian-lenk.de

© Luigi Cavazzina

8+

Can I still cuddle my grandma? Why me? Must I now always
be nice to my ill brother? When children encounter cancer –
because they themselves or a family member has it – they usually
have many questions. In this book, Dr. Sarah Herlofsen provides
honest and open answers. She explains simply and in a manner
suitable for children what happens in the body during the disease, how cells become ill and how we can help the body to return
to health. It does not sweep difficult questions about death and
dying under the carpet either.

Sarah Roxana Herlofsen is a
Doctor of Molecular Biomedicine and has worked for many
years in clinical stem cell research. After experiencing cancer within her family and circle
of friends, she would now like
to help other families to understand cancer and to address it
openly.

Dagmar Geisler has been writing and illustrating children’s
books for many years. Unfortunately, however, this doesn’t
leave her much time for friends.
That is why this book is precious to her.

Dr. Sarah Roxana Herlofsen

What is cancer all about?
Illustrated by Dagmar Geisler
Children’s Non-Fiction
Hardcover, 96 pages
With four color illustrations
21

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 12+ years

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

Quirky vampirewerewolf story
for boys and girls

Momo celebrates
		her birthday with us!
TR ANSL ATED
IN TO 46
LA NGUAGES,
OVER 10 M ILL IO N
BOOK S SOLD

•	Quirky, chaotic and simply
side-splitting
•	Sibling rows: vampire against
werewolf
•	Spiegel best-selling author
Rainer Wekwerth now also
with a children’s book

•	More topical than ever:
how we deal with time

ALSO AVAILABLE

Michael Ende

Momo
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 304 pages
22

Michael Ende is one of the
most successful German authors, and over 35 million copies of his books have been
sold in more than 40 languages. Michael Ende was given
many national and international prizes and literary awards
for his novels and stories.
www.michaelende.de

© Christian Witt

12+

Verena finds it totally god-awful that her twin brother
Ben’s hair is flying around everywhere. And Ben is mightily
annoyed that his sister is constantly using up the toothpaste. This
is quite normal madness if one is born into a werewolf-vampire
family. However, even though the siblings are constantly having
a row, they must stick together when it comes to their new neighbours with the name of the most famous monster hunter of all
times: van Helsing. Are they a danger to the Coffinnails?

© Caio Garrubba

Momo, an unkempt little girl, lives on the outskirts
of a city in the ruins of an amphitheatre. She possesses nothing other than what she finds or what she is given, as well as an exceptional gift: she listens to people and
gives them time. However, one day the ghostly army of
Grey Lords infringes the city. They are targeting the
valuable lifetime of people and Momo is the only one who
can halt the dark power of the time thieves …

Rainer Wekwerth has published several books and been
awarded prizes for them, such
as the Segeberger Feder youth
book prize, the Golden Leslie
and Ulmer Unke. Rainer Wekwerth lives with his family near
Stuttgart.
www.wekwerth.com

10+
Rainer Wekwerth

The Coffinnail Family
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 240 pages
23

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

Exceptional friendship story
with depth

		 A magical encounter
with Mozart

• Let yourself be enchanted! Heartwarming story of family and friendship
• Strong identification figure who learns
what she is made of in another era
• Magical time-trip story to the Rococo
period

•	Unmistakeable, fresh narrative
voice with a humorous tone
•	A real discovery: Spiegel bestselling author Mina Teichert

10+
Alexa Hennig von Lange

Fanny and how she sees the world
Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 240 pages
24

Alexa Hennig von Lange was born in 1973 and started writing when she was still only eight. 1997 saw the publication
of her debut novel “Relax”, which overnight made her one
of Germany's most successful authors and the voice of her
generation. In 2002 she was awarded the German Youth
Literature Prize. This was followed by numerous novels,
short stories and stage plays. Alexa Hennig von Lange lives
with her husband and their children in Berlin.
www.alexahennigvonlange.de

© Marcus Höhn

Fanny is eleven years old and finds herself one day next to an
enormous fountain, in a beautiful park. When a pleasant girl called
Theresa, in a crinoline skirt and an enormous wig, appears next to her
and looks full of concern at the bump on Fanny’s forehead, Fanny has
an inkling that she has somehow been beamed back into the Rococo
period. Fanny discovers that she has landed at the court of a real royal
family. Finally she meets none other than the 13-year-old Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart – who she had wanted to tell her classmates about
today! The adventure really gets going!

Twelve-year-old Winni wants to escape from the narrowness
of the island as soon as possible. Fiete, on the other hand, comes
from the city, is finding peace on the island Amrum and is learning
at the spa clinic how to live with diabetes. Due to the disappearance
of Winni’s tame seagull, the two of them get to know each other.
When some island animals disappear, the two decide to scout out
the evil-doer. A race against time starts …

Mina Teichert was born in Bremen in 1978 and lives in rural
Lower Saxony with her family. After doggedly pursuing her
goal as a child to become a circus rider and fortune teller, at
the age of fourteen she switched to writing and is now an
enthusiastic author of stories for young and old.
www.minateichert.jimdo.com

10+
Mina Teichert

Streaks of Bad Luck are Dyed Pink
Illustrated by Stephanie Reis

Children’s Novel
Hardcover, 192 pages
25

YOUNG ADULT NOVEL » 13+ years

YOUNG ADULT NOVEL » 12+ years

The new Elena volume 7 has
been eagerly awaited by readers!
More than
1 million sold
copies of
horse books by
the best-selling
author

Volume 7

As light as a feather
and breathtakingly exciting
Volume 2

THE
GREAT
FINALE!

Volume 1

BACKLIST

•	One of the most successful
self-publishers in Germany: over
1 million sold copies of Emily Bold
•	Hotly awaited by fans –
the glittering finale!

Elena, Tim and Niklas are taking part in the preliminary selection tournament for the European Junior
Championships. However, something fishy appears to be
going on. The horse that is leading the rankings is injected by
a masked person and disqualified, and other riders who move
up the rankings (including Niklas) suddenly get vomiting
with diarrhoea and can no longer participat. Elena, together
with Tim, try to get to the bottom of the matter.

Thorn is fleeing from her big love Lucien, because she is a
mighty hybrid being – half human, half Silver Wing – and after
the emergence of her flame-red wings she is an even greater
threat to the clan. Together with her friend Riley, she joins the
rebels, but suddenly Lucien turns up, having tracked down her
hideaway. With Lucien as a hostage, the rebels set out for Glastonbury, the town shrouded in myth and allegedly the final
resting place of King Arthur.

13+

12+
Nele Neuhaus

Elena
At the Last Moment
Young Adult Novel
Hardcover, 256 pages

Rights sold to: I, F, E, NL, H, PL
26

Nele Neuhaus was born in Münster. After studying Law,
History and German, she initially worked in an advertising agency. A keen writer since her youth, she was soon
succeeding in establishing an admiring and ever-growing
readership and fan base with her first thrillers for adults.
Now writing the series on "Elena", she could finally combine
her biggest passions for writing and horses.
www.neleneuhaus.de

Emily Bold was born in 1980 in Middle Franconia, where she
still lives with her husband and their two daughters. She writes
novels for adults and teenagers, with 25 German and eight
English books and stories to her name that have given a keen
audience endless hours of entertaining reading.
www.emilybold.de

Emily Bold

Silver Wings
Rebel of the Night
Young Adult Novel
Hardcover, 400 pages

Rights sold to Czech Republic
27

YOUNG ADULT FICTION » 14+ years

ILLUSTRATED FAIRY TALE » 5+ years

The fight for the future
has only just begun!

A treasure trove of tales
for the whole family

Volume 2

Volume 1
BACKLIST

• The success with all-age potential

•	Impressively detailed illustrations
by Kathrin Treuber

• Researched in detail, intelligently
told: brilliant sci-fi thriller by two
best-selling authors

Rainer Wekwerth · Thariot

Pheromone
They Can See You
Young Adult Novel
Paperback, 386 pages

Rights sold to
Czech Republic
28

Aliens are spreading across the whole globe. People are
attracted by pheromones and then misused by the unwanted
visitors as hosts. Almost everyone is prone to this, except the
hunters! Five youths from the future – Jake, Skagen, Madison,
Caleb and Hannah – come together. Each of them has an exceptional and unique ability with which the aliens can be tracked
and halted. It is only together that they can defend humanity –
but they must hurry, because the hunt for them is already well
underway!

“Open Sesame” – these are the magic words with which Ali Baba
reaches unfathomable treasure – and take us straight away into oriental
fairytale worlds. The clever Scheherazade tells the king a new fairy tale
every night – about Aladdin and the magic lamp, about the flying magic
horse or the merchant from Baghdad – and captivates his heart and ours.
The picture book artist Kathrin Treuber indulges in lush colours and
patterns, creates appealing figures and exotic landscapes and takes us into
the distant orient.

5+
Rainer Wekwerth has published several books and been
awarded prizes for them, such
as the Segeberger Feder youth
book prize, the Golden Leslie
and Ulmer Unke. Rainer Wekwerth lives with his family near
Stuttgart.
www.wekwerth.com

Thariot has a weakness for
gripping stories. He started
writing when he was only fifteen. Thariot, in his last life an IT
manager, is a picture person –
he is able to quickly translate
pictures into words and cannot
resist putting them on paper.
www.thariot.de

© Christian Witt

14+

•	High-quality specification with linen
back and ribbon bookmark

Angelika Lukesch was born in
1958. After completing Romance studies, she has been
working as a freelance journalist and author since 1989.
She lives in Lappersdorf in the
Regensburg region with her
husband and four children.

Kathrin Treuber was born in
Bremen in 1966. She began
a degree in CommunicationDesign in Mainz. In 1992, she
changed her studies and moved
to the College of Creative-Design in Hamburg. Today she
lives and works as a free-lance
illustrator in Hamburg.

Angelika Lukesch

The Best Tales from One Thousand
and One Nights
Illustration by Kathrin Treuber
Illustrated Fairy Tale
Hardcover, 128 pages
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PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years

PICTURE BOOK» 2+ years

A little beetle steps
out of line

Cute, funny, cheeky
dormouse conquers
cardboard

BACKLIST

Rights sold to: DK, NL, E,
F, CN, TR, UKR, IL, RO
•	The topic of “swimming against
the tide” is wonderfully conveyed

•	The little dormouse for the
youngest readers

•	Light-hearted text by the
bestselling author Werner
Holzwarth

•	Handy, stable cardboard for
viewing over and over again
•	A story about the value of
cosy closeness

•	Illustrations with an artistic flair
by Sabine Kranz

The little dung beetle Scarabaeus rolls precise round balls day after day, as befits a dung beetle and as all other beetles do. However, one
day Scarabaeus decides “I’ll roll something square for a change!” What
initially causes confusion turns into a lovely game. Soon eggs, sausages,
noodles, hedgehogs, little hearts are being made … And life in the beetle
community is suddenly much more enjoyable and easier. Even when
balls are rolled again at the end of the story, it is now with a whole new
and more satisfied feeling.

Werner Holzwarth

The Little Beetle Scarabaeus
Illustrated by Sabine Kranz
Picture Book
Hardcover, 32 pages
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2+
Werner Holzwarth studied
communication in Berlin and
worked as a copywriter, creative director, journalist and
a professor at the Bauhaus
University in Weimar. By now
he is entirely to children’s and
young-adult literature.
www.wernerholzwarth.
blogspot.de

Sabine Kranz studied at Kassel University of the Arts and
Stuttgart Art Academy and
works as a freelance illustrator
and sketcher for books, magazines, events and open projects. She lives with her family
in Frankfurt am Main.
www.sabinekranz.de

© Christian Hartmann

4+

The little dormouse is ready to go to sleep. Well, almost. As it is
not quite comfortable yet! He fetches some hay, fragrant clover and a
big pile of leaves. Soon he has built the loveliest and softest nest one can
imagine, but it is still not comfortable enough! It is only when the little
dormouse leaves everything be and snuggles between his friends that
he realises contentedly: “Now it is comfortable!” – and shortly afterwards he falls asleep happily.

Sabine Bohlmann is an actress
and has been in various films
and series on television. She
also works as a dubbing artist.
Since 2004 she has been writing guides, children’s CDs and
children’s books.
www.sabinebohlmann.
com

Kerstin Schoene studied communication design, focussing
on illustration. Since graduation
she has been freelancing as an
illustrator and graphic designer
for various publishing houses
and writing and illustrating children's books of her own.
www.kerstinschoene.de

Sabine Bohlmann

The Little Dormouse –
It’s not comfortable yet!
Illustrated by Kerstin Schoene
Picture Book
Board Book, 18 pages
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PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years

Dr. Brumm
is back again!
OVER
50 0,00 0 BOOKS
SOLD OF
THE SERIES

•	Dr. Brumm hot on the trail
of a dinosaur
•	Witty, quirky and adventurous –
true picture book delight

© Susanna Wengeler

BACKLIST

32

Daniel Napp, (*1974) studied Graphic
Design in Münster. Even as a student,
he won several awards. He now works
as a freelance illustrator and has already
illustrated numerous picture books and
books for children.
www.daniel-napp.de

Dr. Brumm is doing what he does every Friday: working in the
garden. While he is digging up his vegetable bed, he comes across
something very unusual… a real dinosaur bone. With the help of Badger
and Sperm Whale, he digs the rest of the dinosaur up and in no time at
all a gigantic megasaurus skeleton is standing in his garden. Only its head
cannot be found. The trail leads to the site of farmer Hackenpiep, of all
places, as digging is absolutely impossible here. But Dr. Brumm, Badger
and Sperm Whale of course find a way to outsmart Hackenpiep …

4+
Daniel Napp

Dr. Brumm and the Megasaurus
Picture Book
Hardcover, 32 pages

Rights sold to 17 countries!
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PICTURE BOOK » 3+ years

PICTURE BOOK » 3+ years

Who sleeps and
who is awake at night?

Come on, Tommi,
get cracking!

BACKLIST

Rights sold to:
DK, SE, CN, RU, RO

•	Important everyday and family
topics
•	Cheeky and fun illustrations
by Barbara Korthues

• With picture and word tabs to identify
and animals and plants

•	With a special extra:
the removable DAWDLE CLOCK
with adjustable hands

• With an overview page:
which animals sleep during the day
and which at night?

While almost all people sleep at night, in nature the day is just
beginning for many animals. They forage for food at night and prowl through the fields. The detailed scenes span a period from sunset
to sunrise. Even small children can accompany the animals through
the book on their nightly ventures and discover exciting things that
are normally in darkness.

3+
My first look-and-find-board book
Animals in the Night
Illustrated by Christine Henkel
Picture Book
Board Book, 16 pages
34

Christine Henkel was born in
Schönberg in 1964. She graduated in graphic design from
the Bad Giebichenstein University of Art and Design in Halle
and has been freelancing as a
graphic designer and illustrator
since 1997. She loves country
life and now lives on a farm
near Malchin Lake.

The little raccoon Tommy dawdles merrily through life, starting with getting up slowly in the morning. No problem as
such, but consequently Tommy misses out on some things: his favourite soup has already been eaten up, football matches take place
without him and by the time he gets out of the bath his mum has
already finished reading the good night story. This is quite annoying
and gets ever more annoying, so Tommy must find a solution to his
problem …

Anne Hassel was born in 1946
in Miltenberg. After training
as a bank clerk, she switched
into the educational sector and
trained as a nursery school teacher. Since 1994 she has been
working as a freelance author.
Apart from children’s books,
she has written several crime
novels.

Barbara Korthues, studied Visual
Communication, with the focus
on Illustration, in Münster and
has been illustrating books for
children and teenagers since
1996.

3+
Anne Hassel

Tommy dawdles!
Illustrated by Barbara Korthues
Picture Book
Hardcover, 32 pages
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Detailed information about all our authors, illustrators, titles and all agents on:
www.thienemann-esslinger.de/foreign-rights
Thienemann-Esslinger Verlag GmbH
THIENEMANN · ESSLINGER ·
GABRIEL · PLANET!
Blumenstr. 36 · 70182 Stuttgart / Germany
Fax +49 (711) 210 55-38
www.thienemann-esslinger.de/foreign-rights

TN 99963

Please contact:
Ivana Bernhard
Whole world except for Spain, Portugal,
Latin-America and France
bernhard@thienemann-esslinger.de
Phone: +49 (711) 210 55-32

Doris Keller-Riehm
Spain, Portugal, Latin America
and France
keller-riehm@thienemann-esslinger.de
Phone: +49 (711) 210 55-17

